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Common name: L-theanine 
Gamma-glutamylethylamide 
 
Mechanism of action:   
L-theanine is a non-protein-forming, nonessential amino acid, found in the tea plant (Camellia 
sinensis) and contributes to the favorable taste. The L-theanine content of tea varies 
considerably, with estimates around 1%–2% of the dry weight of leaves.1  
The amount of l-theanine in tea is dependent on brewing time, brand, and type (green vs. black 
vs. white).  Average amount of l-theanine per 200ml standard cup is between 8-25 mg.2 
 
Proposed MOA [according to: (Dietz, C., and M. Dekker. "Effect of Green Tea Phytochemicals 
on Mood and Cognition." Current pharmaceutical design (2017)] 

“After crossing blood-brain barrier, L-theanine influences the central nervous system 
(CNS) due to its effect on neurotransmitters and weakening of stress-related CNS 
responses. Rodent studies showed that the ingestion of L-theanine improves the transfer 
of some amino acids such as tryptophan and tyrosine to the brain. These are precursors 
of neurotransmitters and attributed to motor control, attention, and motivation, implying 
that L-theanine itself may be not only directly but also indirectly involved in function in 
the brain to affect mood and cognitive performance. In fact, neurotransmitters are 
affected around 20 min after the ingestion of L-theanine. Tryptophan is converted into 
serotonin and tyrosine into dopamine.  L-theanine was found to increase dopamine 
release and concentration. Moreover, it was found that L-theanine increases serotonin 
and GABA concentrations in striatum, hippocampus, and hypothalamus. GABA is 
responsible for the regulation of dopamine and serotonin levels and responses in the 
brain. It is assumed that L-theanine acts as an anxiolytic and decreases norepinephrine 
levels due to the increase of GABA levels. Increased serotonin levels result in increased 
relaxation and improved learning ability.” 

 
L-theanine has been shown to increase BDNF (associated with new neuronal growth) and 
DHEA-sulfate (associated with improved adrenal health).3  
 
In an animal study, l-theanine crossed the blood-brain barrier, with a peak plasma 
concentrations at 30 and 120 minutes after administration.4 Duration of effect is 5-8 hours.   
 
L-theanine significantly increases alpha waves in the occipital and parietal parts of the brain 
within 40 minutes of ingestion; alpha waves are associated with a state of relaxation and mental 
alertness.56 
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Key Points of Research:  
 
ADHD & Sleep 
L-theanine (taken as Suntheanine) 200mg bid (before school and after school) showed positive 
results in sleep efficiency (the percent of the night spent asleep) in a 10-week randomized 
double-blind, placebo controlled trail of 93 boys (ages 8-12 years) with ADHD.7 Approximately 
1/3 of the children were also taking stimulant medication. The boys in the L-theanine group had 
a 22.8% lower incidence of waking bouts compared to placebo. In those receiving L-theanine, 
there was also substantial improvement in anger and oppositional behavior as well as 
improvements in attention, cognitive process, and short-term working memory.8 Studies suggest 
that the administration of 200 mg of L-theanine before bed may support improved sleep quality 
not by sedation but through anxiolysis.9 
 
Schizophrenia 
L-theanine 250-400mg, in patients with schizophrenia helped improve positive symptoms (e.g. 
hallucinations, delusions), anxiety, as well as sleep and was well tolerated in a DBRPCT clinical 
trial of 60 participants.10 Effects were seen at 2 weeks and continued to study’s end. The effect 
sizes for these differences ranged from modest to moderate (0.09-0.39). A similar study of 
patients with schizophrenia given 250mg of l-theanine also had improvement in sleep and 
symptoms of schizophrenia.11 
 
 
Stress Reduction:  
Thirty-four healthy adults aged 18–40 in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, balanced crossover 
study were given a drink containing 200mg of L-theanine vs. placebo and then exposed to a 
cognitive stressor. Compared to placebo, the L-theanine group experienced less subjective 
stress and the salivary cortisol (three hours post-dose) response to the stressor was reduced.12  
 
Research has demonstrated that it is associated with enhancement of relaxation and the 
immune system, and the improvement of concentration and learning ability.13 
 
Contraindications: none noted  
Adverse supplement-drug interactions: none noted 
 
Label reading: 
 
Suntheanine is a well-standardized form of L-theanine used in many studies. It is said to be 
99% L-Theanine isomer and is patented by Taiyo Kagaku co.  In an analysis of six commercially 
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available products labeled as L-theanine, five of the six products contained significant amounts 
of D-theanine. Only Suntheanine contained pure L-theanine enantiomer (>99% L-isomer purity). 
The safety and effectiveness of racemic mixtures of theanine have not been determined.14 
 
Toxicity:   
 
May cause headache or tiredness.15 
 
Genetic assays have shown that it is not mutagenic, and a 78-week chronic study in mice found 
no evidence of carcinogenicity. Even at very high dosages (6500 mg/kg body weight/day for 2 
weeks or 2,000mg/kg for 28 days), no toxicity was reported in rat studies.  The recommended 
dosage of 200 mg of L-theanine for a improved sleep is considered safe because it is well within 
the limits of daily consumption of tea drinkers and far below the NOAEL (no-observed-adverse-
effect-level) limits.16 
 
In the United States, L-theanine as Suntheanine is categorized as “generally recognized as safe 
(GRAS)” and further received a Letter of No Objection from the Food and Drug Administration.15 
 
Dosing:  
Adults: Dosage: 200-400mg bid, Children: 100-200mg bid 
 
Average duration of use: studied for 8 weeks  
 
Cost: 200mg daily x 1 month is $18 
 
 
Clinical Tips: 

• Does not usually cause sedation; appropriate for daytime use. 
• Suntheanine is a patented brand that is used in most clinical trials.  
• Assists with sleep efficacy, possibly by decreasing anxiety.  
• Some individual taking a stimulant medication in the morning experience rebound 

hyperactivity in the afternoon as the medication is wearing off.  Anecdotally L-theanine 
may help with the afternoon wear-off effect of stimulants.  
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